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April 16, 1984

,

Mr. Carlton Kammerer
Director ~

Office of Congressional Affairs
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Kammerer:

Enclosed is a copy of a letter from my constituent, Mr. Walter
Schoenrock, expressing his support of the reopening of the
Nuclear Power Plan No. 1 at Three Mile Island.

I would appreciate the Commission giving every consideration
to the concerns expressed by Mr. Schoenrock that those who
are protesting the reopening in front of the TV cameras may

"
not actually be representative of the feelings of those in the
community.

Thank you for your attention and assistance in this matter.
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h961 Dryden Lane .

Bloomfield Hills, Michigan h8013

April 3, 193h

Mon. Wm. S. Broomfield,
,

Mouse of Representatives,
Mouse Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Reoresentative Broomfield:

Consideration vill soon be given to the restart of
. Three Mile Island Nuclear Plant #1. This is the clant *

that was closed down at'the time of the accident at Three
Mile # 2. We have not had any dividends from General Public
Utilities since the accident. Since we ara retired, the loss
of the dividends to us and many neonle like us might be

>

allievated if Plant 9 l' was allowed to re-onen.

You may have seen the 'recent T.V. story where "anercrimately
100" protestors voiced their objections to the reonening.
There must be thousands of reo,le living near by who aonarrntly
did not object to the restart of '! 1,,because the.y were not
present.

I hone that you and your c711engues uill take some action
to offset the small number of neonic who nre seeking to keep
this countr/- out of nuc1ca'r nower'croductinn, which we know
we will have to have.

Tours truly, --

.

i ter C. ocnoenrock '
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